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Clamping angles and miters 
Construction and woodworking angle clamps

BESSEY® Tools North America
1-800-828-1004  ·  Fax (519) 621-3442

Corner clamp, WS 
An economical alternative for fixed 90° angle for miter or butt 
joints. Use the mounting holes to fix the corner clamp to your 
work surface. Can be adjusted to various sized work pieces with 
the 2 spindles. Made for light duty clamping.

Clamping
Capacity Angle Approx.

Weight
WS-1 Up to 3" per side 90° 0.50 lbs

Single spindle design of the WS-3 and WS-6 is quick and easy to use. Free float-
ing jaw allows you to clamp dissimilar thickness/width work pieces together at a 
perfect 90°. Purchase a pair of TK-6 table-clamps to use when you want to clamp 
your WS-3 or WS-6 clamp to your work surface (TK-6 sold separately).

11  Sturdy frame 
 Die-cast jaws are plastic coated to protect work.

22  Versatility 
  Designed for clearance of dowels, screws or staples 

while gluing.

33   Right angle clamping
 Holds and aligns material at 90° angle.

44   BESSEY® comfort handle
  Includes either the tried-and-true wooden handle or 2K 

composite handle with comfort insert.

55  Adjustable
  Automatically adjust to hold two different sizes of wood 

together.

Angle clamp, WS 
Ideal for clearance of dowels, screw or staples while gluing. It 
holds and aligns material at 90° angles and even adjusts auto-
matically to wood thickness. Use the TK-6 table mount clamp to 
hold the clamp in place (TK-6 sold separately).

Handle 
Style

Maximum Clamping 
Capacity

Max.  
Passage 

for T-Joints

Approx. 
Weight

WS-3+2K-CB 2K Both sides-max 4" thick 1 3⁄16" 2.40 lbs
WS-6 Wood Both sides-max 8" thick 2 7⁄16" 4.80 lbs
TK-6 Table Mount Clamp Accessory, TK  

Holds WS to work surface, 2/set 

*WS-3+2K-CB replaces WS-3+2K with NEW PVC free packaging.

NEW

TK-6 sold separately


